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Scientific approaches to architecture
usually avoid the issue of building
form, preferri ng to focus on func tion.
But how can there be a theory of function without a systematic analysis of
the key architectural variable of form?
A theory of description is required. In
this paper it is argued that such a
theory can be built through the analysis of spatial form in buildings. Then
once spatial form is describable in
terms of a descriptive theory,
a more powerfully scientific - and
architectural - understanding of function is possible __The argument draws on
several pieces of research carried out
by the authors and their students, but
focusses eventually on various types
of medical building in order to illustrate certain general principles.

There are, it seems, now two distinct
traditi ons in archi tectura 1 discourse:
a critical tradition, which is concerned
first and foremost with the changing
form of bUildings, sometimes confining
TtSeI f to the superfi ces of s tyl e, but
at its best attending carefully to the
systema tics of spa tia1 and morpho 1ogical form (the work of Colin Rowe and
Paul Frankl come irrrnediately to mind
(Rowe, 1976; Frankl, 1914); and a research tradition which (as witness~e
preoccupations of this conference)
studiously avoids the issue of form,
and adresses itself almost exclusively
to matters of function, in the belief,
it would appear, that fiJnction is
scientifically tractable whereas form
is not.

But surely the schism is bizarre. How
can there be a useful theory of building
function unless it either incorporates
or relates to a theory of the architectural malleability of form. Similarly,
how can there be a theory of architectural form independent of a theory of
the functional logistics of form. For
both the scientist and the architect
it is the essence of his discipline
that the two issues are aspects of a
single question: what is it about
architectural form that works?
For the architectural researcher, the
question ought to be crystallised as
his or her most pressing concern, since
how can any investigation be truly
systematic unless the architectural
variable can be controlled ?Tpat
architectural variable is building form.
Archj tect.Mr-e_decides-f~r.m. andh9..D~S
for function. Controlling the architectu~l-varrable
for research purposes
means having a theory of description
of building form. Wlthout lt we can do'
nothing. With it we can at least begin
to find out wha t there mi ght be to
know about buildings.
The aim of this paper is to set out a
theory for the description of building
form, and through this to arrive at a
reformulation of the problem of funct~
ion. More precisely, it tries to answer
two ques tions:
'
: what is it about what people do
---Tfun-ction) that leaves its mark
on building form? and
- wha tis ita bout bui 1ding form tha t
--leaves its markotfwhat people do ?
Both of these questions are, we believe,
capable of exact answers given a theory
of descri pti on.

First, we must decide what it is about
buildings that needs to be described.
At first, this appears an impossibly
complex question, not the least because
buildings are so many different things:
they are physical constructions, they
are arrangements of space, and they
are objects in a style culture. But
provided we remember that only art
deals with the whole of reality and
science can only hope to understand its
under1yjng dimensions, then we need not
be pessemistic. Being a physical and a
stylistic object the building shares
with most other artefacts. It is the
organi sa tion of space tha t make the
building unique. It is the distinguishing mark of space tha t sets the work
of architecture apart from other artefacts, and it does so in a very important way.
A bridge, a vase or a surgical instrument is functionally useful insofar as
it is a physical cQns.trY!:tj9~n,and
socially meaningful insofar as it participates in-a-st}'TeCu 1ture. Phys ica 1
form and social meaning are, to some
extent, separable questions. In architecture this is not so. Because buildings
organise space for social purposes,
social considerations are present in the
very physical form of the building.
Soc~a1 meaning is not a gloss added to
buildings: it is an intrinsic aspect
of their physical form. Indeed it is
thei r most important aspect. Buildi T]gs~
are for the organisationof~space.
This
is tMmostgenera1
statement of fUlJc.t:ion. Inbui1 di ngs, technology permits
and style confirms that· space has been~
crea ted and. organi sed for social purposes. This is the unavoidable basis of
our discipline.
The task of a theory of description thus
becomes one of a theory of spatial description. But not only that. If spatial
description is to reveal functional dynamics, then it must somehow incorporate
or lead to a theory of the social nature
of space. We must learn to describe
buildings spatially as social products,
or we will not be able to arrive at

a usable definition of building function
A descriptive theory for· space has, in
our view, to be built at three levels:
- the identification and representation
of spatial elements;
- the categOrlSatlon and analysis of
spa tia1 re1a tions; and
the modelllng of common, or 'genotypical' themes and pa tterns.
The first, identification and representation of elements must, we believe, be
solved in three ways not one. The first
identifies boundaries. A building is a
more or less control led domain, and this
means a continuous boundary perforated by
one or more entrances. possibly with,
other boundary-entrance pairs within:
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Plan
Fig.l.a. is a simple plan and Fig.1.b.
represents its boundary structure as a
graph in which circles represent bounded
spaces and lin~ relations of direct
permeabi 1ity.
But bounded space by no means exhaus ts
what a building is spatially. Some very
complex buildings have very few bounded
spaces- churches, some schools, offices
and so on - yet achi eve a hi ghly compl ex
and differentiated pattern of space.
These can be ana1ysed - at the level of
the plan at least - by introducing two
further kinds of spatial description.
The firs t we ca11 a convex
or two
dimensional description. This identifies
the fewest and fattest convex spaces
that cover the system, by applying a rule
which says that fat spaces always prevail
over thin spaces. Fig.2.a and b show our.
I
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example analysed convexly, together with
its graph:

Fig.2a
Convex breakup

Fig.2b
Convex graph

The second we call an 'axial' or one
dimensional description. This identifies
the longest and fewest straight lines
that cover all the convex spaces in the
plan. Fig.3.a. and b. shows the circulation spaces of our example ana lysed
a xia lly, together wi th its graph:

~t

Fig.3a
Axial map of
circulation

Fig.3b
Axial graph of
circulation

Even before we begin relational analysis
these simple representational devices
can allow us to quantify and represent
visually many of the spatial characteristics of plans, the more so as plans
become complex and everyday language
fails to provide a rigorous account.
To begin with, we can simply count the
numbers of bounded, convex and axial
spaces and express them in relation to
the total area of the plan - so many
space of one or other type per so many
square metres. These will tell us the
rate at whi ch a parti cul ar type of buil drng-or a particular architect adds
each type of space to a growing structure.
More informatively, we can look at the
ra tios of each type of space to the

others. Since the convex system must
always have the maximum number of
spaces, then it will serve as the best
reference point. If we divide the l1UIll-'
ber of bounded spaces by the number of
convex spaces then we arrive at a fig~
ure between 0 and 1, where figures
close to 1 indicate few convex spaces
over and above the bounded, and close
to 0 many more. Low figures thus
indicate a higher degree of convex
articulation of the plan. ------If we then divide the number of axial
lines by the number of convex spaces
then we will have a similar measure of
axial linking, since if few lines link
many convex spaces we will have a low
value, and if the number of lines
approaches the number of convex spaces
we will get a value close to 1, and
little axial linking. We can quickly
establish that, for a good sample of
his villas and apartments at least,
Corb convexly articulates more and
axially integrates less than other
major modern movement figures.
It shoul d be noted by the way, that
the measure of axial linking only works
if the fewest axial lines to cover the
convex spaces have been drawn. In cases
where extra linRs between co,;wex spaces
can be made by additional axial lines,
then the best measure of the axial
organisation is one which compares the
axia 1 system to a perfect orthogona 1
grid by using the formula:
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where R is the number of rings i'n the
axial map and A the number ofaxi a1
lines. High values indicate an axial
organisation approximating a grid, very
low values a high degree of axial breakup (Readers interes ted in tne full
account of these measures should consult
Hillier and Hanson 1983, forthcoming).

These representations and figures give
useful data on the general character-.

istics of plans. Much greater precision
in analysis can however be achieved
through the numerical analysis of relations among spaces. The intearation
value of a space (code-named RA ln
tnelnouse jargon of the space syntax
research programme) will express how
many spaces distant a particular space
is from every other space in the plan,
it being the case (though far from
always obvious) that these values are
different,
from one space to another
in the.same system. Fig.4.a. and b.
show this graphically and numerically
By taking two convex spaces in our example and 'justifying' the graphs from
those poi nts that is, a1igni ng all the
other spaces above the selected space
in layers according to how many spaces
each is from it:

other spaces from the seilected space,
and k the total number of spaces in
the system; and then applying a correcting factor' to eliminate the empidca1
effects of size (see Hillier and Hanson
for details) and permit cross comparisons of systems of different sizes.
The mean of all the integration values
from spaces in a system will the precisely express the overall degree of
integration or segregation in that system. The 10% (or 2% or 25%) of most
integrating spaces will then form the
'integrati'on core' of that system, and
11f<ewise for segregatton. In real systems,
integration values correlate highly with
patterns of global movement, to an average
of about .75.
Integration is a 'global' measure since
it takes into account every other space
in the system. 'Control value', on the
other hand is a 'local' value, since it
takes into account o~lthe neighbours of
a space and the neigh~ours of those
neighbours. It expresses, again with a
value varying about 1 (but with high
values indicating strong control) how
much better or worse connected a space
is than its neighbours. It is calculated
simply by summing the reciprocals.of
the valencies (numbers of connectlons)
of the neighbours of a particular space:
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Fig.4a Fig.2
Fig.4b Fi9.2
'justified' from
'justified' from
its mos t segregits mos t integating space.RRA=
rating space.RRA=
2.152.
.717.
The numerical value is a number varying
about 1, wi th low values indicating
more integration (in effect, less
distance to all the others) and high
values more segregation, or more distance. It is calculated first by:
2(MD - 1)
k - 2

where MD is the 'mean depth', or the
mean number of spaces away, of all

In effect, strong control spaces gain
more than they give away, and vice versa
for weak control spaces. In general,
control values correlate very highly
with local patterns of movement, to an
average of about .87.
By applying integration and control
measures to the subset of spaces that
1ie on at leas tone ring in the system
- that is those which offer at least
one a1terna tive route to other spaces,
in contrast to a ring1ess tree form
where there is only one route from every
space to every other space - one can then
work out how a space relates to the
route choices available in the system,
that is, how far it integrates and

Differences in integra tion and control
values from one space to another and
from one part of the system to another,
applied to the bounded, convex and
axial patterns, are among the fundamental means by which social relations
put their impri nt on bui 1di ngs.
Differences' is the key word. Take the
ordinary house for example, so often
repress ively interpre ted in recent
years as a set of relationally identical
function-spaces 1inked to a central
corridor. In every vernacular tradition
of housing we have examined (see Hillier
and Hanson 1982) the house is a set
of spaces which relate differentially
to the overall spatial pattern of the
house. Each function is, in effect,
recognisable from its unique set of
integration and control characteristics.
Function is what people do - but it is
also a characteristic spatial pattern,
and a characteristic part of an overall
spa tia1 pattern.
I

geometries. We have come to call this
type of relational differentiation of
the functions and categories located
in different spaces within a plan an
'inequality genotype', because these
important spatial differences can be
expressed as numeri ca1 inequa 1ities.
Now if such 'inequality genotypes' can
be shown to exist across a sample of
buildings within a particula~ cul tural
tradition - and this can ObVlously be
simply by ag~re9atinq. takinq means.
testing the strength of differences
across a sample as compared to individual cases, and so on - then it is
reasonable to say not only that we have
identified a cultural genotype by
objective and numerical means. but also
that we have done so by means of an
analysis which is at once functional
and spatial. We have simply looked at
the relational spatialisation of those
different functions. Once we had a
theory of description. the problem in
effect disappeared, and we were able
to detect what we all know to exist
anyway: the imprint of social relations
and - dare we say it - even of the
human mind on these extra-somatic organs
we call buildings.

Fig.S 17th Century Banbury house
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Take an extremely simple example (from
Wood-Jones 1963). Fig.S.a. shows a sim~
ple plan, then a - e show how dif~erent
functions have different integratlon
characteristics, both visually using
the justified graph technique, and
numerically using integration values.
In fact this pattern in which, of all
the daytime spaces, the parlour (P)
integrates least, the main livi~g a~ea
(L) most, and the kitchen (K) lles ln
between is a very common pattern, and
underlies many different housing

But what about the overall. or 'global'
pattern of space? For this we need a
new concept which we will call 'global
function'. 'Global function' means
something like the overall figure that
characteri ses different types' of
building: the 'churchness' of a church,
'schoolness' of a school. and so on in effect the link between spatial form
and building function that everyday
language affirms by referring to both
with the same word.
I

A11 such typi ca1 fi gures ha ve, i~ s~ems.
certain things in common. All bUlldlng
'types' define two fundamentally different categories of people: a set of
'inhabitants' whose social identiy as
indlvlduals is durably recorded in the
building form by control of space or
a set of spaces; and a set of 'visitors'
whose rights of presence in the bUl Idlng

exist and distinguish them from the
world of strangers, but not in a durable
way as individuals and not through control of spaces. Family members in a dwelling, teachers in a school, medical professionals in a hospital are all inhabitants in this sense, while guests in a
house, pupils in a school and patients
in a hospi tal are all visitors. Note
that length and constancy of occupation
are not the criterion of membership. In
many-rnstitutional buildings - asylums,
prisons, and so on - visitors are much
more permanently present than the inhabitants who escape at every opportunit,l!.
In general, buildings can be defined
in these terms as devices for making
two kinds of interface: one between
inhabitants and vlsltors, and the other between different categories of inhabitant. These interfaces are realised
through some configuration of bounded,
convex and axial space, and some set
of relations of integration and control.
These interfaces are what we mean by
the global function of the building.
It is this, we believe, that we name
- at once socially and spatially - when
we say 'school' or 'church' or 'hospi-.
tal' .
It would seem then that if we could
find a way to analyse and classify
'global functions' in spatial terms
then we might be on a way to a theory
of building form which linked the
traditional notions of 'type' and
'function' is a new and systematic
way. Unfortunately, although such
an analysis can be v.ery rewarding, we
do not believe it can be completed
in qui te those terms. There are two
main reasons for this. First, there
are paradoxes and difficulties in the
way of realising all but the simplest
interfaces in perfect spatial form.
For example, the preservation of
statuses often requires segregation,
whi'le the para 11e 1 requi rerent to
control others requires close proximity,
and these contrary pulls can produce
as great discontinuities within a type
of building as between that type and
others. Second, the effect of size is
such as to in itself radically alter

possibilities and even the desirability
of realising social structures in spatial form. Buildings literally become
quite different objects socially as
they become large, and set us problems
which are more the problems of large
buildings in general, than the problems
of a particular building type.
What,fo11ows, while sketchy, draws on
several ~tudies by ouvs~}ves, colleagues
and students involving spatial analysis
to identify genotypical patterns, field
observations of space occupancy and
movement, and computer simulation
experiments on real bUildings to s~e
hpw space affects function theoretically.
For the sake of continuity and clarity
we will concentrate on 'medical inter~
face' buil di ngs, a lthough our real
purpose is to show general principles.

The simplest 'medical interface' is
probably the common-or-garden doctor's
surgery, often adapted from an ordi nary
house. It turns out that our initial
example was such a building. Fig.6.a.
shows the plan appropria~ely label red,
while 6.b. and 6.c. show how different
the building is from the doctors' and
the patients' spaces (the latter being
the waiting room and the outside):

The four elements of the model really
come down to two general interface'
requirements: the need to preserve the
status and solidarity of the main
'inhabitants'; and the need to control
the movement of patients. Insofar as
the doc tors' sta tus is to be conserved
by segregation and depth int<.>the
building, the patient must clrculate
into the bui 1ding; but insofar as the
patient is to be controlled then the
circulation from his entrance is
controlled by the receptionis~. The s~me
circulation space thus works 1"0 OPPOSl te
ways for doctor and patient. For the
doctor, it is his means of distancing;
for the patient it is his means of control. For the doctor, the circulat~on
is for the patient to travel t<.>hlS .
segregated domain. For the patle~t, lt
is the means by which he is spatlally.
restricted and confined to a room untll
his time comes. The relations of room
to circulation are, as it were, reversed
for patients and doctors. As we Wl I I
see under some conditions thts reve~sal
bec~mes a major theme in medical - as
in other - interfaces, bringing about
major discontinuities in the building
form.
I
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Fig.6b
Justified graph from
the doctors' spaces,
RRA= .475

In

Fig.6c
Jus tifi ed graph
from pa tients '
spaces,RRA=1.693

These differences arise largely from
the very strong 'genotypi cal' spa tia1
requi rements tha t this type of inte~face
commonly imposes. There are four maln
elements:
- the patients have to be held in ~n
easily controlled space shallow ln
the bui 1ding;
- the entrances to doctors' room have
to be separated from the entranc:
to the patients space by some klnd
of distancing devicing, usually
an axial discontinuity of some kind;
- contact be~leen doctors and between
them and other inhabitants has to be
possible without the possib~lity of
acci dent
contact wi.th pa tlents;
- for the same reason, doctors have to
have a separate entrance and independent routes to their part of the
building - a common device for preserving status which we call the
'stage door effect' .
I

All of these requi rements can be stated
and rea 1ised in terms of the spa tia1
elements and relations we have deHned.
Collectively they have a very powerful
effect that makes the building very
unlike the house that it adapted. It
becomes a building with a very strong
programme, in the sense that virtUaTTy
everythlng that occurs is specified
and inscribed into the spatial pattern.
Very little that is unprogrammed can
occur. The strength of the genotypi ca1
model is such tha t if one or other
element is missing from the spatial
organisation, then in all likelihood
it will be compensated for by some
bevavioural practice or device.

Fig. 7. is a larger medica~ inter!ace
building. selected, we admlt, to l~lusrate a point. At first glan~e ~e mlght
take it for just another bUlldlng
with a more extended circulation system
appropriate for its size. In fact ~
more carefu11 examination will show that
its global form exactly and only reproduces the four genotypical elements
that we detected in the doctors' surgery. The geometry of the 1ayout i~ ,
quite different, but the synta~tl~
(all our spatial parameters) prl~olp1es
are identical. The only substantla1 effect of size would seem to be the
duplication of the waiting are~ and the
removal of its boundary. In thlS sense,
the building increases the control of
the patient and the 'reversal' effec~,
in that locally at least, the functlon
of the ~ircu1ation system is to create
an area where patients can be both
s tati c and surveyed:
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those that have to do with the control
of patients have taken over. The increase in axial organisation, so that
the plan becomes very shallow from the
outside and most points inside, the
direct interface with doctors rooms,
the splitting of patients into disper~
sed groups could all be thought to
have this effect. If in the previous
case the global pattern of circulation
was defined by the issue of professional status, in this case it is dominated by the pragmatics of control.
This is what we mean by a morphological
discontinuity. The two types of solution
cohere as part of a general theoretical
model; but as actual spatial types
the are utterly unlike each other.

Fig.? Plan of a. 'category' type
hea lth centre.

Hg:;!!-.
is another kind of larger medical interface building; the out-patients
department of a famous modern hospital,
selected again, we admit, to illustrate
a poi nt. At firs t sight it seems that
we must give up our theory of the
genotypical elements of the medical interface, since none at all seem to be present to any degree in this plan. Patients
are spread through the building from
shallow to deep; there is no distancing
of doctors' room; - on the contrary, they
interface directly with the patient
areas; there is no separate circulation
system, apart: from links from one room
to its ne;ghbaurj and there are no stage
door effects to speak of.

But a moment's thought about the soci a 1
ideas underlying the-genotype suggests
another possibility. Surely what has happened in this case is that the genotypical elements that have to do with the
distancing and re-integration of doctors
as professionals has been dropped, and

Fig.8 Hospital outpatients
department

Fig.9. is then a RDre recent solution
to the same problem: the OPD of one of
London's most recent hospitals:
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Fig.9 Hospital outpatients
department

~nce a~ain we seem to have a morpholog1ca~ dlsconti nui ty. The ori gi na1 genotyplcal elements are not "there to'any
degree, but nor are the principles of
the first OPD. In fact, the very contrary principles seem to be at work. The
main effect of this rather labyrinthine
spatial.rla~ning seem to be to segregate the patlents, rather than the doctors, and to separate them from the
outside as strongly as they are separated !rom each other. A greater contrast
b?th ln wo~king and in intuitive feeling
~lth the flrst OPD can hardly be imaglne~. Do these feeling have an objective
b~SlS ? And does this have anything to
Wl th the rel a tion between spa tia 1 form
and func tion in buiJ di ngs ?

The answer to this question is difficult
to formulate, but is nevertheless, we
believe, vital to our understanding of
large buildings complexes and why some
don't seem to work as well as others.
It runs something like this. As buildings grow larger, it becomes more and
more difficult to maintain them as
'strong programme' buildings, that is
buildings where most of what happens
is specified by explicit or tacit rules,
and built into the spatial structure
of the building. There is a simple
reason for this. As th& numbers of people
and the number of spaces necessary to
accomoda te them increase I so the
amount of unprogrammed contact as the
natural by-product of functionally
defined movement is also likely to
increase. The same effect is strong
in settlements as they become larger,
and indeed the liveliness that we often
find in settlmerts is often largely a
by-product of this process.
Our analyses of settlment form, together
with our observations and simulations
of them, have suggested in fact that
settlements take the spatial form they
do largely in order to generate, control
and render predictable the unprogrammed
by-products of complex patterns of
spa tia1 acti vity and movement. Settl ements,
bein~ on the whole 'weak programme'
spatlal complexes use the natural laws
tha t re1ate spa tia1 pa rameters to movement probabilittes to create a kind of
order in what mighb:otherwise be an
unmanageably complex and unintelligible
social and spatial environment. The laws
of space literally become the basis for
a certain kind of informal order to take
over where social programmes are weak.
In settlements, all that is predictable
in the genera 1 spa tia1 distri buti on of
people, and that is predictable, intuitively as well as formally, from the
spatial pattern.
We believe that large buildings also
have this character.and this problem.
Those tha t so 1ve it by usi ng the globa 1
structure of the building to generate
and control a pattern of movement and

potential encounter over and above the
specific and localised functional programmes aC'luire a kind of spatia1ised
culture by which we begin to recognise
th,em as ins tituti ons. UCL itse 1f is
an example of such a complex, and so
is the AA. Those that pursue 10ca1ised
function at the expense of such a
glooal patterning will not geflerate
such a spatial culture, and will be
experi enced as fragmentary insti tuti ons.
This may sound like subjective evaluation,
but we believe that our work on settlement forms and more recent work on
buildings (especially an admirable
study by a current MSc student' of ours,
Alan Penn) can begin to provide an
objective basis for such views. Take for
example the axial maps of the two OPO's:
(Fips 10+11 over nage).The integration
ana ysis of the fir~t shows an 'integration core' that links the outside to the
inner recesses of the building, and gives
the plan a strong global structure. The
second, on the other hand, has a core
which is both deep in the plan, and limited to its central areas. Bearing in
mind that integration values are by far
the most powerful determinants of global
movement patterns, it is clear that
all categories of user are going to
be pressed towards relative immobility
by the structure of space in the second
case, whereas in the first they will
be drawn naturally into global patterns
of movement and encounter. The second may
be better functionally at the local
level. But it achieves this at the expense
of bui Yi ng the globa 1 ins tituti on. The
first may be functionally more dffficult
to manage, but it will contribute much
more to the global institution.
These suggestions are confirmed powerfully
by ,an examination of the whole floor
hospital plans of which the two OPO's are
a part. In the first case, it can be seen
that the interior of the OPO itself forms
a significaRt part of the integrating core,
a core which forms a strong grid reaching
deep into the bull ding. In the second
case, the core has a simple tree form
based on a very powerful single main
'street', and in this case the OPO - a
major source of moving visitors to the

building - is in a highly segregated
zone, with no penetration at all from
the core (see next page for Figs.12 and
13). We have clue to believe that
these powerful - and objective - diffences in spatial structure, which are
readered visible by a theory of
description, are powerfully implicated
in the utterly different impressions
that these two hospitals make both
asfunctioning organisations and as
spatial insti tutions.
What we are saying, in short, is something like this. In a small house, the
role of space is not so much to
reflect e~eryday functional patterns,
but to add somethi ng to those patterns
that would not otherwise be there.
Because we have a best room, we do not
need to go there, and we relax more.
We have the space as a resource when
we need it. Space adds a degree of
extra culture to l~
and life is the
more pleasant because of it. At a rather
larger scale, we find the 'strong
.programme' building, where everything
is specified, and where typologica1functional analysis is possible on the
basis of interfaces and morphological
discontinuities and social strategies.
But with the large building we find a
new phenomenon. Again space is adding
somet~ing to function, as with the house,
but here it is not adding the structure
of a given culture, but something like
the opposite. It is adding the generation
of a soeia1 field that is unstructured,
but which, like a settlement, acquires
a predictability and a reproducibility
- and therefore a social identity through adapting its spatial organistion
to nurture and organise this emergent
phenomenon.
The true function of large
building complexes in our time is, we
believe, to create these ,emergent
social organisms.

Fig.10 Axial map of Fig.
8 with 'integrating core'
ma rked by thick 1ines

Fig.ll Axial ma of Fig.9
with 'i ntegra tin core
narked by thick ines
I
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